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Pathvisio  Pathway curation 

Current pathway approaches require large curation teams browsing through 
many websites, read the literature and interact with peers. Although 
biological databases contains formalized structures, pathway knowledge 
integration largely remains a manual process. Whether it is PubMed, 
Uniprot, or any other relevant resource.  

PathVisio Loom 

We have developed a plugin called PathVisio Loom, which provides a framework for knowledge aggregation through menu guided additions. It allows the 
integration of biological knowledge available in the different formats (e.g. text mining data, interaction data available through webservices, Semantic Web Data 
or structure interaction data from local files). Starting from a single pathway object, after clicking the curator is given a set of known interactions aggregated 
from different online resources to select those relevant to the pathway under scrutiny.  

Additional information 

PathVisio Loom will be available as a PathVisio plugin. Now it is available an 
executable tar file, download it at: qrate.me/238433 or follow the QR-code 

 

Abstract 

The curation of pathways involves the integration of biological data from pluriform knowledge sources, such as databases, the literature and expert 
knowledge. Current pathway curation efforts depend on large teams who evaluate information from resources like PubMed and Uniprot. Because 
most of this knowledge is already available in electronic form, automated data aggregation should be possible. We have developed a method that 
allows completion of existing pathways with automated suggestion from other resources presented to a curator. 

PathVisio is a tool for displaying and editing biological pathways. In a sense PathVisio lets 
you draw pathways as you would in any drawing program, like PowerPoint or Photoshop. 
The pathway information is not stored in a graphical  format, but in an xml-based format 
GPML. This enables capturing of extensive (non-graphical) elements such as identifiers, 
pathway ontology, etc.  
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